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Story Use 

This story was created to highlight the importance of reflective 
practice and reflective supervision and to help practitioners working 
with families think about the ways that we honor and support 
children’s relationships with their caregivers 

You may use the story in training, but you may not reproduce or 
distribute the story. 
•  You must make sure to include the title slide in a handout if you 

have one. 
•  You must ensure that the story is not included in handouts or other 

presentation materials and that is not posted on the web. 
 



Once upon a time there were two O’s, a big O and a small o. 



They were O's, but they'd been through so much that 
sometimes when they looked at themselves or at each 
other, they didn't see O's but something very different. 



Inside each of them was love because they really did love each other. 
Only sometimes it was hard to see past all the bumps and chips on the 
surface of each O to see the love inside. But it was there. 



They tried to play together; to do different O games like rolling. . . . 



and snuggling up close, 



but a lot of times it didn’t work, and one O would roll away mad. 



One day another O came along and saw the two and the problems 
they were having. This O looked nice and round, and you could see 
the love. 



“Oh poor sad little o” said the new O. “You do not roll well with the  
big O. I can help you roll, and I will.” 



“We will roll and roll, and gradually we will wear away your bumps  
and fix your dings.” 



“Umm hmm” said a voice behind the new O. It was a partially square O. 



“I think you are rolling too fast. Little o already has a big O. If little o  
rolls away with you, how will big O feel?” 



“How will little o feel?” 



“Where will you go? Eventually little o will need to get back to big O.   
What will happen then?” 



“But,” said the new O, “big O is dented and bumpy and cannot roll.   
I can roll, and I can show little o how to roll.” 



“Hmm” said partially square O. “I think you may be rolling too fast.   
Let's take some time. Lean against me, so you don't roll away, and 
let's look a little deeper.” 



So the new O leaned against the partially square O. It was a very  
good place  to lean. The new O stopped rolling, and together they 
looked and looked and looked. And after looking and looking, do 
you know what they saw? 



They saw the love. 



“Oh I see the love” said new O and became very happy. 



“Yes,” said partially square O, “and now we will help them see it.” 



“And the love will help smooth some bumps and dings, and they 
will be able to roll and snuggle. They may not do it perfectly, but 
they will do it together.” 
 



THE BEGINNING 


